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A STABILIZED WARPED BRANE WORLD WITH EQUAL GRAVITYSTRENGTHS ON THE BRANESM. N. Smolyakov *, I. P. VolobuevInstitute of Nulear Physis, Lomonosov Mosow State University119991, Mosow, RussiaReeived September 26, 2008We disuss a stabilized brane world model with two branes, allowing a solution to the hierarhy problem due tothe warped extra dimension and having a remarkable feature: the strength of gravitational interation is of thesame order on both branes, ontrary to the ase of the Randall�Sundrum model with a hierarhial di�ereneof the gravitational strength on the branes. The solution also admits the existene of two branes with equalgravity strengths.PACS: 04.50.-h 1. INTRODUCTIONSine the appearane of papers [1, 2℄, where theo-ries with warped extra dimensions were shown to al-low a solution to the hierarhy problem, suh theoriesare widely disussed in the literature (see, e. g, reviews[3, 4℄). It turned out that the RS1 model [2℄ involvesa massless radion, whih ontradits the experimentaldata even at the lassial level, and therefore this modelrequires a stabilization. The �rst stabilization meha-nism was proposed in paper [5℄, where the size of theextra dimension is determined by the minimum of thee�etive potential of a �ve-dimensional salar �eld. Butthe bakreation of the salar �eld on the bakgroundmetri is not taken into aount by this mehanism.This problem was solved in the model proposed in [6℄.We note that in the method proposed in [6℄, the size ofthe extra dimension is de�ned not by the minimum ofthe e�etive four-dimensional salar �eld potential butby the boundary onditions on the branes. With an ap-propriate hoie of the model parameters, it is possibleto obtain the bakground solution for the metri thatis lose to the original Randall�Sundrum solution [7℄.This model an be onsidered the stabilized Randall�Sundrum model.The main feature of the Randall�Sundrum modelis the existene of two branes that di�er signi�antlyin the strength of the four-dimensional gravity. In-*E-mail: smolyakov�theory.sinp.msu.ru

deed, the four-dimensional Plank masses, de�ned bythe oupling onstant of the massless four-dimensionalgraviton, are [3, 8℄M2Pl = M3k �e2kL � 1�for the IR brane andM�2Pl = M3k �1� e�2kL�for the UV brane (the terms �UV brane� and �IR brane�are used in the same sense as in the Randall�Sundrummodel: the UV brane is the one with the strongergravity, and the IR brane, on whih the �elds of theStandard Model are assumed to live, is the brane withthe weaker gravity), where M is the �ve-dimensionalPlank mass, k is the inverse anti de Sitter radius, L isthe size of the extra dimension, M � k � 1 TeV andkL � 36. Obviously, for this hoie of the parameters,MPl � 1016 TeV, whereas M�Pl � 1 TeV. Therefore,the branes are strongly di�erent from the gravitationalstandpoint, whih leads to very di�erent physis on thebranes. A question arises whether it is possible to on-strut a stabilized brane world model with branes hav-ing omparable (or even equal) strengths of the e�etivefour-dimensional gravity.In this short paper, we disuss a stabilized braneworld model based on the bakground solution pre-sented in [9, 10℄. Although the solution is quite wellknown, we found that it has an interesting property683



M. N. Smolyakov, I. P. Volobuev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 4, 2009when applied to ompat extra dimension. Namely,it allows obtaining any values of the four-dimensionalPlank masses with respet to eah other, retaining themain advantages of warped brane world models: strong�ve-dimensional gravity and the solution to the hier-arhy problem. In other words, there an be two IRbranes or even one IR brane and one brane with thegravity muh weaker than that on the IR brane.2. THE MODELTo begin, we let denote oordinates in the �ve-dimensional spae�time E =M4 � S1,fxNg � fx�; yg; N = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; � = 0; 1; 2; 3;with x4 � y, �L � y � L, being the oordinate pa-rameterizing the �fth dimension with points �y and yidenti�ed. The branes are loated at the points y = 0and y = L.The ation of the stabilized brane world model anbe written asS = Z d4x LZ�L dyp�g �� �2M3R� 12gMN�M��N�� V (�)� �� Zy=0 p�~g�1(�) d4x� Zy=L p�~g�2(�) d4x; (1)where V (�) is a bulk salar �eld potential and�i(�), i = 1; 2, are the brane salar �eld potentials,~g = det ~g�� , and ~g�� is the metri indued on thebrane. The signature of the metri gMN is hosen tobe (�;+;+;+;+).The standard ansatz for the metri and the salar�eld, whih preserves the Poinaré invariane in anyfour-dimensional subspae y = onst, is given byds2 = e�2A(y)���dx�dx� + dy2 �� MN (y) dxMdxN ; �(x; y) = �(y); (2)where ��� is the �at Minkowski metri. For this ansatz,the Einstein and the salar �eld equations derived fromation (1) redue to the system

dVd� + d�1d� Æ(y) + d�2d� Æ(y � L) = �4A0�0 + �00;12M3(A0)2 + 12(V � 12(�0)2) = 0;12 �12(�0)2 + V + �1Æ(y) + �2Æ(y � L)� == �2M3 ��3A00 + 6(A0)2� : (3)
We onsider the speial lass of potentials that anbe represented asV (�) = 18 �dWd� �2 � 124M3W 2(�):Then the solutions of the �rst-order di�erential equa-tions �0(y) = sign(y)12 dWd� ;A0(y) = sign(y) 124M3W (�) (4)solve Eqs. (3) in the bulk [6, 11℄.We onsider a linear funtion W (�) as suggested inpapers [9, 10℄:W (�) = ��; V = �28 � �224M3�2: (5)Using equations (4), we obtain the orresponding bak-ground solution � = �2 jyj � �L14 ;A = �296M3 "�jyj � L12 �2 + C# ; (6)where L1 and C are integration onstants treated asparameters.For the equations of motion to be also valid on thebranes, we an take the brane potentials �i(�), i = 1; 2,in the form �1(�) = W (�) + �21 (�� �1)2 ; (7)�2(�) = �W (�) + �22 (�� �2)2 : (8)It is easy to verify that the equations of motion aresatis�ed if �jy=0 = �1; (9)�jy=L = �2; (10)whih means that684



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 4, 2009 A stabilized warped brane world : : :L1 = �4�1� ; (11)L = 2(�2 � �1)� (12)(we suppose that �1 < 0, i. e., L1 > 0). Thus, we seethat the size of the extra dimension is �xed. The pa-rameters �, �1;2, and �1;2 of the potentials, when madedimensionless by the fundamental �ve-dimensional en-ergy saleM of the theory, do not ontain a hierarhialdi�erene. We note again that the �xation of the sizeof the extra dimension is aused by the boundary on-ditions on the branes, in ontrast to the ase disussedin [5℄, where the size of the extra dimension is deter-mined by the minimum of an e�etive four-dimensionalsalar �eld potential.We suppose that we live on the brane at y = L andL � L1. In order to have Galilean four-dimensionaloordinates on this brane [3, 8℄, we hoose the warpfator suh that e�2Ajy=L = 1;i. e., C = ��L� L12 �2 :Beause the wave funtion of the massless tensor gravi-ton in the extra dimension is proportional to e�2A [7℄,a standard tehnique (see, e. g., [4℄ for the details) givesan expression for the four-dimensional Plank mass onour braneM2Pl = M3 LZ�L e�2Ady =M32 exp��2(2L� L1)2192M3 ��� LZ0 exp(� �248M3 �y � L12 �2) dy ==M32 exp��2(2L� L1)2192M3 ��� (2L�L1)=2Z�L1=2 exp�� �248M3 y2� dy ��M32 exp��2(2L�L1)2192M3 � 1Z�1 exp�� �248M3 y2� dy == M3 2p48�M3� exp��2(2L� L1)2192M3 � (13)and MPl �M 5M5=4p� exp��2(2L� L1)2384M3 � : (14)

We suppose that all fundamental parameters of the the-ory lie in the TeV range. To solve the hierarhy prob-lem, i. e., to have MPl � 1016 TeV, we should take�(2L� L1)M3=2 = 4�2M3=2 � 120: (15)With these values of the parameters (and if L andL1 are of the same order), the approximation usedin (13) is very good. We also note that four-dimensionalPlank mass (14) depends mainly on �2, not �1.We now disuss some properties of this solution. Onthe seond brane,exp(�2A)jy=0 = exp�� �248M3 [L (L1 � L)℄� < 1for L < L1. We ompare this behavior of the warpfator with that in the RS1 model. In the RS1 model(as well as in the stabilized ase [6℄), if we live on theIR brane, there exists the UV brane, where gravity ismuh stronger. In the ase of bakground solution (6),the gravity on our brane is weak in omparison with thebulk gravity strength, but the gravity on the brane aty = 0 is even weaker. Thus, we have no UV brane as aphysial objet in this model. In the RS1 model, the ex-ponent A(y) takes its smallest value at the point wherethe UV brane is loated, whereas in the ase of solution(6), the analogous point y = L1=2 lies in the bulk, i. e.,the massless tensor graviton, whose wave funtion inthe extra dimension is proportional to e�2A, is loal-ized in the bulk (see the Figure for the ase L1 = L).This an lead to interesting onsequenes for the e�etsof shadowmatter (loalized on the mirror brane) on ourbrane and in the ase of universal extra dimensions.It is not di�ult to alulate the four-dimensionalPlank mass on the brane at y = 0. For this,we pass to Galilean four-dimensional oordinates onthat brane, whih means that the integration onstantin solution (6) for A(y) should be taken suh thatA(y)jy=0 = 0, i. e.,A = �296M3 "�y � L12 �2 � L214 # : (16)Carrying out the alulations analogous to those pre-sented above, we obtainM�Pl �M 5M5=4p� exp� �2L21384M3� ; (17)whene M�Pl =MPl exp��2L (L1 � L)96M3 � : (18)685
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a :b : y = 0 y = La
bexp(2kL) a :b :M�Pl �rM3k MPl �rM3k expfkLgMPl �M 5M5=4p� exp� �2L2384M3�M�Pl �M 5M5=4p� exp� �2L2384M3�Warp fators in the Randall�Sundrummodel (dashed line, a) and in the model under disussion (solid line, b). The branes areloated at the points y = 0, y = L of the extra dimension. The formulas for the four-dimensional Plank masses in Galileanoordinates on eah brane for both ases are presented (in ase b, we onsider L1 = L). All the parameters are supposedto lie in the TeV range; the hierarhy problem is solved due to the exponential fators exp(kL) � exp� �2L2384M3� � 1016We note that MPl and M�Pl were alulated in four-dimensional oordinates, whih are Galilean on the re-spetive branes at y = L and y = 0, not in a four-di-mensional oordinate system ommon for both branes.A quite peuliar ase is L = L1. For this hoieof the parameters, the warp fator has equal values onboth branes, and we have two equal branes from thegravitational standpoint! Simultaneously, the hierar-hy problem is also solved in this ase beause of thequadrati behavior of the funtion A(y) and the orre-sponding behavior of the warp fator (see the Figure).The peuliar feature of the model is that the hierarhyproblem appears to be solved for both branes, ontrar-ily to the ase of the RS1 model, in whih the hierarhyproblem is solved only for brane at y = L.The branes in this ase are not only gravitationallyequivalent but also have the same negative tension (en-ergy density), whih is harateristi of the IR branein the RS1 model. If not only the gravitational on-stants on both branes are of the same order but alsothe properties of the shadow matter are analogous tothose of the ordinary matter on our brane, the shadowmatter, in priniple, may aount for a part of darkmatter. Indeed, there are some indiations that notall the dark matter is ollisionless (see, e. g., short re-view [12℄). There may also be proesses of intera-tion between ordinary and shadow matter through theKaluza�Klein gravitons, whih is of interest for the ol-lider phenomenology. However, suh possibilities relyon the unknown properties of the shadow matter andare nothing but assumptions, and justifying them re-quires a more detailed and thorough investigation.

We now disuss the stability of this bakground so-lution under small �utuations of the �elds. For this,we onsider the linearized theory. The physial degreesof freedom in �ve-dimensional brane world models sta-bilized by the salar �eld were desribed in [7℄ in thegeneral ase of a stabilizing salar �eld potential. Itwas shown that if a bakground solution of �eld equa-tions (3) exists in the form given in (2) and if the sizeof the extra dimension is �xed by boundary onditionson the branes, then the tensor setor of Kaluza�Kleinexitations does not ontain tahyons or �elds with thewrong sign of the kineti term (ghosts). As regardsthe salar setor, it does not ontain tahyons, ghosts,and massless (from the four-dimensional point of view)modes if [7℄ �12 d2�1d�2 � �00�0 �����y=0+� > 0;�12 d2�2d�2 + �00�0 �����y=L�� > 0: (19)We note that onditions (19) do not involve the bulkpotential V (�), and it may be unbounded from belowas in Eq. (5).It is easy to �nd that for the salar �eld on�gu-ration satisfying Eq. (4) and potentials given by (7)and (8), onditions (19) redue to �21;2 > 0 and aresatis�ed. Therefore, the model under onsideration isindeed stable, at least perturbatively.It is also worth mentioning that in the ase of grav-itationally equivalent branes, there exists another in-teresting possibility to stabilize the size of the extradimension. There is a good reason to guess that the686



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 4, 2009 A stabilized warped brane world : : :branes are equivalent initially, i. e., the salar �eld po-tentials on the branes are of the same form. Namely,the (�ne-tuned) brane potentials an be hosen to benonpolynomial,�1;2(�) = �3���24 �1=3 + ��2 (20)with � > 0. From the boundary onditions on thebranes, whih follow from Eqs. (3), we then easily ob-tain L = L1 = 4�2��4�1=3 : (21)Stability onditions (19) are satisfed for the hoie ofthe potentials in (20).As regards the wave funtions, oupling onstants,and masses of the tensor and salar Kaluza�Kleinmodes, it seems that it is impossible to solve the orre-sponding equations of motion analytially in the aseof bakground solution (6) (exept for the tensor zeromode, whih is proportional to e�2A). But it is quiteobvious that masses of the lowest exitations are of theorder of 1=L (beause the model is stabilized, there isno massless radion), and the orresponding ouplingonstants should also be expressed through the fun-damental parameters of the theory. Hene, all theseparameters should lie in the TeV energy range, as itusually happens in the brane world models.3. CONCLUSIONIn this paper, we have disussed a stabilized braneworld model allowing a solution to the hierarhyproblem on both branes, ontrary to the ase of theRandall�Sundrum-type models, in whih a solution tothe hierarhy problem an be obtained only for onebrane. The stability of the model under �utuations ofmetri and salar �eld is provided by onditions (19),whih are valid for any brane world model with theation of form (1), stabilized by a salar �eld [7℄. Wealso show that if the branes are assumed to have anequal struture, namely, the brane potential to be the
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